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Abstract. Software test �akiness is drawing increasing interest among
both academic researchers and practitioners. In this work we report our
�ndings from a scoping review of white and grey literature, highlighting
variations across �aky tests key concepts. Our study clearly indicates the
need of a unifying de�nition as well as of a more comprehensive analysis
for establishing a conceptual map that can better guide future research.
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1 Introduction

In recent years research aiming at understanding and mitigating the problem
of test �akiness has boomed, also pushed by alarms raised by big companies as
Google [29], Facebook [27] or Apple [17], among others, on the extent and cost
of this phenomenon.

However, in the fast rising of articles addressing the theme, researchers pro-
vide di�erent characterizations and modelings of the involved aspects and con-
nected techniques. Terms such as �aky or intermittent or non-deterministic are
used by some as synonyms, by others to identify di�ering test behaviors. Some
works study in depth the causes of �akiness and introduce more speci�c test
characterizations. However, as it is inevitable when many authors work in con-
currence, a same concept is introduced in more articles using di�ering terms.

Lack of a shared terminology and of an agreed conceptual scheme may be
confounding and may also waste e�ort in re-inventing existing knowledge. For
instance, already in the 90's Carver and Tai [6] warned that multiple executions
of a concurrent program under a same test input might produce di�erent results,
if the underlying sequence of synchronization events is not speci�ed. This sounds
to us closely related with those �aky test categories commonly classi�ed as due
to concurrency or asynchronous wait [26], but to the best of our knowledge no
recent article has ever acknowledged the evident connection. On the other hand,
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our analysis of the literature also emphasizes how the same term of a ��aky test�
can refer to situations that require di�erent treatments, e.g., in some cases �xing
the test code, in other ones re�ning the test environment con�guration. For all
such reasons, we think that putting order in the fuzz around test �akiness can
be helpful to better guide future research e�orts.

In this short paper we highlight the problem of inconsistent terminology
based on a scoping review of literature [3, 30] (Section 2), and move some �rst
steps towards proposing a unifying de�nition and vocabulary for test �akiness
(Section 3), which will be the aim of our future work (Section 4).

2 Scoping Review of White and Grey Literature

This study aims to examine de�nitions and key concepts related to software
testing �akiness. For this purpose we borrow from medical research the recently
introduced approach of a scoping review [3, 30]. Similarly to systematic review,
which is a better known methodology in software engineering [16], a scoping
review must apply a de�ned and repeatable search protocol. However, scoping
studies3 do not address the lengthy synthesis stage, aiming rather at a fast de-
scriptive appraisal of broad questions, often as a precursor to deeper systematic
reviews. As our goal was to highlight variations behind de�nitions of �aky tests,
our search methodology relied on two pragmatic criteria: i) it should cover both
white and grey literature, as the phenomenon of �akiness has raised great in-
terest from both academic researchers and practitioners; and ii) for the sake
of timeliness, we established well-delimited boundaries to our search (explained
below). While these limitations may hinder comprehensiveness, nevertheless our
results were already su�cient to �nd inconsistencies, as we discuss later in this
section.
Search Methodology: The entries from the white literature have been re-
trieved by consulting three among the most relevant Academic Digital Libraries
in Software Engineering, namely: Scopus, ACM Digital Library, IEEE eXplore.
For the analysis of the grey literature, we rely on articles posted on Medium.com,
a well-known online publishing platform hosting many informal technology blogs
that are frequently written/followed by Software companies and practitioners.

We launched an automated search on the white literature sources by query-
ing: title, abstract and keywords; matching with: �Flaky test� OR �Flakiness�,
and selecting those English papers published until Feb. 2021 (date of the query).
From the collected entries, it appears evident that before Luo et al.'s paper [26],
there were only few works explicitly referring to software testing ��akiness�.

Then, the same query string has been run on Google Search but limiting
the search space to Medium.com and by considering the top-ten returned English
articles written until Apr. 2021 (date of the query).

Even though we did not include a formal snowballing process, during the
analysis of the collected entries, two blog posts, namely [12] and [29], stood out

3 A useful comparison between systematic reviews, scoping reviews and other review
types is available from https://guides.temple.edu/systematicreviews.
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as playing a seminal role, and therefore we decided to also include them among
the grey literature entries.
Overview of Findings: Interestingly, our preliminary analysis of the collected
entries revealed quite di�erent implications and perspective on how literature
conceives �aky tests. Indeed there are works that explicitly refer to their ran-
domised nature: �Flaky tests are software tests that exhibit a seemingly random
outcome (pass or fail) despite exercising unchanged code� [10], but also others
that de�nitively reject such vision: �They are sometimes referred to as random
failures, but in reality, it's often less about actual randomness than very repro-
ducible edge cases that happen in a seemingly random fashion� [41].

In addition, along with de�nitions that exclude any evolution exclusively re-
ferring to the software under test (SUT) as in [10] above, others also cover testing
con�gurations or the execution environment: �A �aky test is a test that can be
failing or passing with no changes in the application or infrastructure� [40].

Finally, most works depict �akiness as an undesired behavior of test pro-
grams, but few others highlight how it may lead developers to disclose potential
bugs not revealed otherwise: �Part of the test or production code has a non-
deterministic outcome� [31].

For lack of space, the complete list of the collected de�nitions is made avail-
able online [4].

3 Commonalities in Test Flakiness Concepts

Based on the outcome of our scoping review, in the following subsections we aim
to bring some order to �aky test-related concepts (Section 3.1) and classi�cations
(Section 3.2), taking a �rst step towards the identi�cation of a more consistent
vocabulary.

3.1 De�nitions of Flaky Test Concepts

Table 1 shows a synthesis of the terminology actively used by both academics and
practitioners. This summary was derived after a careful sampling and analysis of
concepts related to the behavior of test outcomes. The most recurring de�nition
of Flaky Test from the literature is (1) �a test that exhibits a non-deterministic
behavior�. This suggests that any test showing both pass and failure outcomes
upon multiple repeated executions is usually marked as �aky. Conversely, Not
Flaky tests are de�ned by Lam et al. [22] as tests that either always pass or
always fail in a deterministic manner, whereby tests that always exhibit a failure
outcome can be further classi�ed as Consistently Failing Tests [42]. The most
common synonym for �aky test is Non-Deterministic Test [12]. However, we
observed that considering ��aky� and �non-deterministic� as interchangeable
terms can be a source of confusion. In fact, as we discuss in Section 3.2, the
term Non-Deterministic is also used for designating a very speci�c subclass of
�aky tests. On several occasions, �aky tests are also referred to as (3) �tests
that fail intermittently�. Although the manifestation of intermittent outcomes
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Table 1. De�nitions of Flaky Test Concepts

Term De�nition Source(s)

Non-Flaky A test that either always passes or always fails. [22]

Flaky

(1) A test that exhibits a non-deterministic behavior. [17, 25, 27, 31, 34, 37,
39, 45]

(2) A test that provides di�erent results inconsistently. [41]

(3) A test that fails intermittently. [10, 26, 46]

(4) A test that fails randomly. [7]

(5) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes despite
exercising unchanged code.

[2, 5, 9, 10, 19, 24, 26,

29, 32, 33, 35, 36, 44]

(6) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes al-
though neither the code nor the test has changed.

[11, 15, 21, 49]

(7) A regression test that exhibits pass and failure
outcomes although neither the code nor the test has

changed.

[13]

(8) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes al-

though neither the code nor the test infrastructure has

changed.

[40]

(9) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes
although neither the code nor the con�guration has

changed.

[18]

(10) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes al-
though the code, the inputs and the con�guration have

not changed.

[43]

(11) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes al-
though the SW, the HW and the TW have not changed.

[42]`

(12) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes while
exercising a potentially changed version of the code.

[20, 23, 26, 38]

(13) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes in
apparently identical test scenarios.

[28]

(14) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes al-
though neither the test code nor the con�guration pa-

rameters has changed.

[48]

(15) A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes while
exercising a potentially changed version of the code and
a potentially evolved test environment.

[22]

Non-
Deterministic

A test exhibits both pass and failure outcomes without
any noticeable change in the code, tests, or environment.

[12]

Latent Flaky A test that is not currently �aky, but that could become
so due to a latent source(s) of �akiness.

[33]

Intermittently
Failing

A test that exhibits pass and failure outcomes while there
has been a potential evolution in the SW, the HW or the
TW.

[42]

Consistently
Failing

A test that exhibits a consistent failure outcome. [42]
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can accurately depict the behavior of �aky tests, Strandberg et al. [42] explicitly
di�erentiate Intermittently Failing Tests from the former. We also observed
�aky tests being described as (4) �tests that fail randomly�. However, as speci�ed
by Stosik [41], this de�nition is imprecise because the randomness of �aky tests
is only apparent. Indeed, the (2) �inconsistent behavior� of a �aky test is often
caused by a well-de�ned, reproducible set of conditions. Even though commonly
accepted, de�nitions (1-3) do not provide any insight relative to the context
in which the test exhibits an inconsistent behavior. In particular, it is unclear
whether the �akiness is associated to problems in the test code, in the SUT,
or to any other environmental factor. Moreover, they do not specify explicitly
whether any element, such as the SUT or the test code, underwent any type of
modi�cation across di�erent test re-runs.

Several works extend these generic de�nitions with additional details. In par-
ticular, de�nitions (5 - 11) agree upon the fact that �aky tests �exhibit both pass
and failure outcomes despite exercising unchanged code�. The fact that a given
test can return non-deterministic outcomes for the same code version was iden-
ti�ed as one of the main obstacles for regression testing activities. Whenever a
developer updates the code, the tests are re-run to ensure that said changes do
not break existing functionalities. A regression test failure normally indicates
the (re)introduction of a bug that impacts previously working software. How-
ever, a test that non-deterministically passes and fails for the same code version
provides misleading signals to the developer, who might waste considerable time
and e�ort in debugging the code under test. While de�nition (5) only makes
assumptions related to the SUT, de�nitions (6 - 11) provide further constraints
as to what constitutes a �aky test. In particular, de�nitions (6) and (7) require
both the SUT and the test code to be unchanged, although the latter explic-
itly identi�es a �aky test as a type of regression test. Other authors require the
test environment (8), the con�guration (9, 10) and the inputs (10) to stay the
same upon multiple test executions. The de�nition (11) proposed by Strandberg
et al. [42] speci�es that a �aky test yields di�ering verdicts when �nothing in
the SW, HW or TW has been changed.�. This vision of �akiness stems from
the analysis of test intermittence in industrial Embedded Systems (ES), which
comprise hardware (HW), software (SW), and testware (TW). The TW includes
both software and hardware components, such as test libraries and the physi-
cal environment on which the tests are executed. This de�nition implies that
�aky test verdicts are not caused by modi�cations to the aforementioned Em-
bedded System components. Instead, �akiness can be due to �hidden� state or
environment changes that might have occurred since the previous test run.

The vision of test �akiness described in de�nitions (12 - 15) is quite di�erent,
in that they do not require the immutability of the code under test. In particular,
de�nition (12) explicitly admits changes to the code under test among multiple
test re-runs. De�nitions (13, 14) require the same test scenarios, and the same
test and con�guration respectively, but they do not explicitly ask for unchanged
software. Lastly, de�nition (15) admits �a potentially changed version of the code
and a potentially evolved test environment�. We observed that the idea of test
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�akiness emerging from de�nitions (12 - 15) is partly re�ected by Strandberg
et al.'s [42] de�nition of Intermittently Failing Test for the Embedded Systems
domain. As introduced earlier, the authors provide a separate de�nition for In-
termittently Failing Tests, in that Flaky Tests as de�ned in (11) can be rarely
observed in practice. Indeed, industrial ES undergo rapid and frequent changes
during their development process. Conversely, an Intermittently Failing Test
provides di�erent verdicts over time, but it �allows changes in the SW or HW of
the ES under test, as well as in the TW used for testing�. De�nition (15) used in
more traditional software systems is particularly in line with this vision of test
intermittence, as it also admits changes in the code and test environment. To
complete this preliminary categorization, we also report the concept of Latent
Flaky Test proposed by Parry et al. [33]. A Flaky Test is said to be latent if it
contains a source of �akiness that has not yet manifested. The concept of latent
�akiness brings further attention to the problem of exposing test �akiness as
soon as possible, so as to improve the reliability of the test suite.

3.2 Classi�cation of Flaky Tests

As for di�erent types of �akiness, many works broadly split �aky tests into two
groups based on the underlying source of �akiness (Table 2). The dashed line
denotes the separation of di�erent classi�cations of �aky tests that we encoun-
tered during our research. Order-Dependent (OD) tests are usually described
as tests that �can pass or fail based on the order in which they are run". The
unreliability of OD test verdicts is generally caused by their reliance on some
environment state that has been improperly (re)set by another test execution.
Although the research community seems to agree on the concept of OD test,
a minority of works [20, 22] further extend de�nition (1), specifying that OD
tests actually exhibit deterministic behavior. In other words, an OD test either
always passes or always fails for each order of tests, and there exist at least two
orders for which it provides di�erent verdicts. The �aky tests that do not match
this requirement are commonly identi�ed as Non Order-Dependent (NOD).
A typical example would be a test that uses the result of an asynchronous call
without waiting for it to be ready. Based on the availability of the requested
resource, the test can non-deterministically pass (or fail) regardless of its execu-
tion order. The possible root causes of �akiness for a NOD test are plentiful, but
discussing them is out of scope for this work, as they have already been broadly
investigated and analyzed in the literature [1, 10, 18, 26, 42, 44, 49]. During
our research, we also encountered the term Non-Deterministic (ND) being
used for identifying a test that �passes or fails with no changes to test execution
order �. Therefore, using ��aky� and �non-deterministic� interchangeably might
be confusing in certain contexts, as OD tests can be �aky whilst providing a
deterministic outcome for a speci�c order. Conversely, NOD tests always show
a non-deterministic outcome regardless of the order in which they are run(1).
Lam et al. [22] provide a more speci�c de�nition of NOD tests (2), hinting at an
underlying order-dependency. Depending on the failure rate associated to each
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Table 2. Classi�cation of Flaky Tests

Order-Dependent Tests

Term De�nition Source(s)

OD
(1) A test that can pass or fail based on the order in
which it is run.

[2, 10, 14, 21, 23, 26, 36, 38, 47]

(2) A test that can deterministically pass or fail
based on the order in which it is run.

[20, 22]

Victim OD test that always passes when run in isolation from
other tests.

[23, 38]

Brittle OD test that consistently fails when run in isolation
from other tests.

[23, 38]

Non Order-Dependent Tests

Term De�nition Source(s)

NOD
(1) A test that non-deterministically passes and fails
regardless of its execution order.

[2, 20]

(2) A test that non-deterministically passes and fails
for at least one execution order.

[22]

ND A test that non-deterministically passes or fails with
no changes to test execution order or implementation
of test dependencies. .

[23]

NDOD NOD test where at least one order's failure rate sig-
ni�cantly di�ers from other orders' failure rates.

[22]

NDOI NOD tests where all failure rates do not signi�cantly
di�er.

[22]

ID A test whose outcome depends on the implementa-
tion of a non-deterministic speci�cation.

[23]

Smelly A test that might be �aky due to the presence of a
test smell (i.e. a bad testing practice).

[1, 2, 42]

order, they classify a NOD test as either a NDOI or a NDOD, which we discuss
later.

Classi�cation of OD Tests According to several works [23, 38], there exist
two di�erent types (see Table 2) of OD �aky tests: Victim (OD-Vic) and Brittle
(OD-Brit). The di�erence between the two lies in the behavior of the OD test
when run in isolation from the test suite. If an OD test �consistently passes when
run by itself, but fails when run in combination with some other test(s)", then
it is marked as a Victim. Indeed, it su�ers the consequences of executing other
tests (i.e., polluters) that modify the test environment state without cleaning it
up. On the other hand, a Brittle �fails when run in isolation but passes when
run with some other test(s)". The �akiness of a Brittle comes from its reliance
on some state that should be set up by other tests. When this precondition is
missing, the Brittle exhibits a failing behavior. Table 3 illustrates additional def-
initions for tests that, although not �aky, play an important role in the behavior
of OD tests. As introduced earlier, a Polluter (or State-Polluting test) is (1) �a
test that pollutes (i.e. modi�es) the state shared across tests". Gyori et al. [14]
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Table 3. Classi�cation of Order-Dependent Related Tests

Term De�nition Source(s)

Polluter
(1) A test that pollutes (i.e. modi�es) the shared state. [14]

(2) A test that pollutes the state on which a Victim depends. [38]

Helper A test whose logic (re)sets the state required for an Order-Dependent
test to pass.

[38]

Cleaner A test order that resets the state polluted by a polluter. [38]

State-Setter A test order that sets up the state for a brittle. [38]

specify that if a test makes assumptions about the shared location, the result-
ing dependency can a�ect the reliability of its outcome. Shi et al. [38] provide
a consistent de�nition (2), although they clarify that a Polluter can comprise
multiple tests, as long as their combination causes a Victim to fail consistently.
It is worth noting that both de�nitions suggest that a Polluter always causes
its Victim to fail, raising a �false alarm". While this is the most common sce-
nario [47], a polluter might also generate a state in which an OD test accidentally
passes, masking a real fault in the code under test. Such failures are sometimes
referred to as missed alarms[47] or silent horrors[45]. Shi et al. [38] also pro-
vide a de�nition for Helpers. These are commonly run in between OD tests to
ensure that the state is properly cleaned or set up before their execution. In par-
ticular, the Cleaners reset the state previously modi�ed by a Polluter, so that
subsequent OD tests are not negatively a�ected by the dependency. Conversely,
State-Setters implement logic that purposefully sets up the state required for
a Brittle to pass.

Classi�cation of NOD Tests As introduced earlier, a NOD test inconsistently
passes and fails even for the same execution order. Given the erratic and usually
infrequent manifestation of NOD �akiness, these tests are generally harder to
identify and debug. Indeed, the inconsistency of the test outcomes is not sim-
ply attributable to the presence of a test order dependence. However, a recent
work of Lam et al. [22] questions the adequacy of this de�nition, specifying that
NOD �akiness can sometimes be a�ected by the execution order. As a result
of this observation, the authors further re�ne the de�nition of a NOD tests,
specifying that it (2) "fails non-deterministically for at least one order (fail-
ure rate is neither 0% nor 100%)". Depending on the failure rate associated
to each execution order, a NOD test can be further classi�ed into two groups.
Non-Deterministic Order-Dependent (NDOD) show a signi�cantly higher
failure rate for at least one execution order. Since there exists an order for which
the �akiness is much more likely to manifest, NDOD tests are characterized by
an underlying order dependence. NDOD tests should not be confused with OD
tests, because the latter always behave in a deterministic manner. On the other
hand, Non-Deterministic Order-Independent (NDOI) tests are character-
ized by a similar failure rate for each possible execution order, thus they are more
in line with the general idea of non order-dependent test. Again, this underlines
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the fact that Non-Deterministic tests and Flaky Tests should not be used as
synonyms. Although NOD tests can be further classi�ed according to the root
causes of their �akiness, here we just focus on two further de�nitions that might
generate confusion among researchers and practitioners. An Implementation
Dependent (ID) test is de�ned by Lam et al. [23] as �a test whose outcome de-
pends on the implementation of a non-deterministic speci�cation". Therefore it
can be identi�ed as a NOD test whose �akiness is caused by wrong assumptions
about the SUT, which unexpectedly behaves in inconsistent manners. Lastly, a
Smelly Test is not necessarily �aky. The term �smelly" is commonly used for
identifying any kind of a poorly designed test. We can depict a test smell as an
anti-pattern that decreases the quality of the test suite and/or the code under
test. The e�ects of a test smell can range from poor test code understandability
up to pontentially missing severe bugs into the SUT. Several works [1, 2, 42]
identify the presence of a test smell as a potential cause for test �akiness as well.
In particular, Alshammari et al. [2] report speci�c classes of smells that can be
commonly found in �aky tests. For instance, the Mistery Guest smell can be
found in a test whose execution relies on some external resources. The under-
lying dependency can cause the test to exhibit a non-deterministic behavior, in
that the availability of such resources can change over time.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Motivated by the lack of a consistent vocabulary, we undertook a pragmatic
scoping review of white and grey literature, based on which we reported a �rst
analysis of de�nitions relative to �akiness concepts, as well as a �rst classi�cation
of �aky test types. This study provides a preliminary assessment of key concepts
and evidences the need of establishing an agreed terminology, perhaps after
having conducted a more extensive synthesis of current knowledge. We think that
the study of causes and remedies to test �akiness must also link to other related
research topics, such as the already mentioned early literature on replaying of
concurrent tests [6] or even the several studies about the nature of bugs [8].
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